What they’re saying about us….
"Just wanted to write and say thanks for sending the new CDs CARTOON LOGIC and MORE CARTOON
LOGIC. I thoroughly enjoyed listening, and now have it in my car for additional enjoyment. I think Jeff should
submit for the Monterey Jazz Festival or even the Jazz Bash by the Bay which is run by Dixieland Monterey."
- Robert Klevan PhD, Jazz Education Director for Monterey Jazz Festival
The entire evening's program -- featuring the music of Raymond Scott and original compositions by Lenny
Carlson -- was superb, and the audience was totally engaged, listening to music that was both familiar and
unknown performed brilliantly. An exhilarating concert!"
- Dr. Charles Junkerman, Dean and Associate Provost of Continuing Education at Stanford University
“Jeff Sanford's Cartoon Jazz Band is electri-Scott-a-fyin'!! Great re-workings of Raymond Scott tunes, classic
jazz turned inside out, stellar musicianship (those charts make my brain hurt) and a 'wow' at nearly every turn-smart, smart, swingin' stuff!”
- Alisa Clancy, “Morning Cup of Jazz” host on KCSM Jazz 91
“The Cartoon Jazz Concert was terrific! Everyone in the audience was treated to a stellar performance!”
- Stephanie Mischak Lyons, Coordinator for City College of San Francisco Concert and Lecture Series
“Been a long time since I’ve had the heady experience I’ve had with Cartoon Logic, I feel proud that I kicked in
to help get it produced. It’s superb!”
- Malcolm McCollum, Kickstarter campaign backer for “Cartoon Logic” recording
"... the wild energy and shifting colors of this music, which, like Gershwin's and Monk's, pulses with the
rushing rhythms and blaring horns of modern city life."
- Jesse Hamlin, San Francisco Chronicle
“We got the Cartoon Jazz CD last Wednesday and popped it into our car CD. With all of our weekend traveling
we’ve listened to it 3 times already and LOVE it!”
- Robert Powell, Kickstarter campaign backer for “Cartoon Logic” recording
“Hot solos, tight section work, and fun that you can see in the faces of fans make it a unique experience.”
- Mal Sharpe, Host of KCSM’s Back On Basin Street and Leader of The Big Money In Jazz band.
“I just love your CD! It’s truly wonderful and so inspiring!”
- Lauren Jonas, Artistic Director of Diablo Ballet and Kickstarter campaign backer

